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Abstract—Time interleaved sigma-delta (TIΣΔ) architecture is a
potential candidate for high bandwidth analog to digital converters
(ADC) which remains a bottleneck for software and cognitive radio
receivers. However, the performance of the TIΣΔ architecture is
limited by the unavoidable gain and offset mismatches resulting
from the manufacturing process. This paper presents a novel digital
calibration method to compensate the gain and offset mismatch
effect. The proposed method takes advantage of the reconstruction
digital signal processing on each channel and requires only few logic
components for implementation. The run time calibration is estimated
to 10 and 15 clock cycles for offset cancellation and gain mismatch
calibration respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The trend in wireless communication where terminals give
their users ubiquitous access to a multitude of services drives
the development of software defined radio and cognitive radio.
These concepts were proposed by Mitola in [1][2]. They
consist in moving the digital processing as close as possible
to the receiver antenna in order to ensure a software and smart
management of the radio spectrum. This solution requires a
wide-band and high-resolution Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC) which remains the main bottleneck.

Many ADC topologies based on sigma-delta modulators
and parallelism to widen the conversion bandwidth were pro-
posed. The Time Interleaved Sigma-Delta (TIΣΔ) converter
(Fig. 1) [3], [4], [5], [6] provides high performance and
has the lowest hardware complexity compared to Parallel
Sigma-Delta (ΠΣΔ) [7] and Frequency Band Decomposition
(FBD) [8] architectures. For example, a 4 channel TIΣΔ
converter using innovative sigma-delta modulator [9] with a
suitable interpolation factor can provide a theoretical Signal
to Noise plus Distortion Ratio (SNDR) of 102 dB. However,
TIΣΔ converter is very sensitive to channel mismatch which
drastically reduces the SNDR. In fact, analog imperfections
in ΣΔ modulators are the main cause of this mismatch.
Many factors can contribute to these analog imperfections :
thermal noise associated with the switch resistances, parasitic
capacitances, charge injection from MOS switches, offsets in
operational amplifiers, amplifier finite gain, comparator gain
and offset, mismatches among the passive elements, etc. These
imperfections can be classified in two types :

• imperfections due to manufacturing process (eg: mis-
matches among the passive elements) which vary slowly
in time,

• imperfections due to the frequency behavior of some
analog components (eg: amplifier finite gain, comparator

gain) which depend on the bandwidth of the input signal.

Advanced mathematical models were developed to model
the impact of all these imperfections on TIΣΔ ADC perfor-
mance [10], [11], [12]. In practice, the frequency imperfection
effects can be limited at the design stage of the TIΣΔ ADC
taking into account the bandwidth of the input signal. For
this reason, this paper deals only with imperfections due to
manufacturing process whose effect can be illustrated using
the simplest behavioral model presented in [3], [13]. In this
model, the output of the kth ΣΔ modulator will be amplified
by gk = (1 + εgk) and added to an offset ok (Fig. 1). In the
analysis developed in this paper, the gain error εgk and the
offset error ok are assumed to be time invariant, independent
and identically distributed random variables, having a Gaus-
sian probability density function with zero mean and variance
σ2
g and σ2

o respectively.

Fig. 1. TIΣΔ ADC architecture with gain g and offset o at the output of
each modulator modelling the analog imperfections.

After a brief introduction of the TIΣΔ ADC with an
overview of the calibration methods in the state of the art,
section III presents the effect of offset mismatch and the pro-
posed correction method. Section IV sheds light on the effect
of the gain mismatch and the relevant calibration method.
The implementation of the calibration algorithm is detailed
in section V. Finally, section VI presents a conclusion about
the performance of the proposed calibration method.

II. REVIEW OF THE TIΣΔ A/D CONVERTER

The block diagram of TIΣΔ ADC is presented in Fig. 1.
An equivalent mathematical model based on multirate signal
processing shown in Fig. 2 is used to evaluate its performance
[3]. The TIΣΔ ADC is composed of M parallel low-pass
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ΣΔ modulators. The input signal x[n] is distributed among
the M modulators through an analog multiplexer. Then, the
signal rate, on each channel, is increased by a factor N
using interpolation by zeros. Afterward, the output of each
modulator is filtered by the digital filter H(z) to suppress
the out of band quantization noise. Finally, the signal is
decimated by a factor N to reduce the data rate before being
demultiplexed by a digital demultiplexer to reconstruct the
output signal y[n].

The theoretical Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of a TIΣΔ
ADC depends on three parameters of the modulators : its
order (P ), the number of quantizer levels and the interpolation
factor (N ). The conversion bandwidth depends on the number
of channels (M ). The number of taps in digital filters (L)
determines the hardware complexity needed to reach the
expected SNDR.

Fig. 2. Mathematical model of the TIΣΔ ADC architecture with M

channels using multirate building blocks.

It has been shown in [14] that the digital filter ensuring
high attenuation of the out of band quantization noise with
the lowest hardware complexity is a Comb-filter whose order
is the first even number higher than P + 1.

The major problem of the TIΣΔ converter is the mismatch
among the ΣΔ modulators which then creates harmonic
distortion in the digital output. Channel offset mismatch causes
additive tones at integer multiples of the channel sampling rate
fs
M and channel gain mismatch results in images of the useful
signal spectrum appearing at intervals of fs

M [13]. Several
solutions have been proposed in the literature to correct these
errors. They can be classified into three approaches :

1) The first approach aims to compensate the gain and the
offset of each channel. First, it consists in estimating the
gain and the offset of the modulator in each channel.
Then, the output of the modulator is multiplied by the
inverse of the estimated gain and subtracted from the
estimated offset. Several methods have been proposed
for gain and offset estimations.

• The first method uses a digital sigma-delta modula-
tor after the analog modulator to estimate and com-
pensate gain and offset [15]. This method increases
the area and the power consumption considerably
even if it allows an online calibration.

• The second method proposed in [16] offers an
online digital estimation and compensation of the

offset. In this method, the input of the modulator is
multiplied by a pseudo-random sequence {±1} to
whiten its spectrum. Then, the offset in each channel
is estimated, using the linear least squares algorithm,
and subtracted from the modulator’s output before
being multiplied again by a delayed version of the
same pseudo-random sequence to reconstruct the
useful signal. The multiplication of the input signal
by the sequence {±1} increases the implementation
constraints of the first stage of the ΣΔ modulator
and the noise floor which will significantly degrade
the expected resolution especially with a low order
ΣΔ modulator. Moreover, a perfect reconstruction
of the useful signal is not sure if the Signal Transfer
Function (STF) of the modulator is not a pure delay.

• The third method aims to estimate and correct the
gain error at the output of the modulator [5]. It
uses an appropriate reference signal at the input
with the Least Mean Square algorithm (LMS) [17]
known for its implementation simplicity. However,
this method requires knowledge of the ideal output
of the TIΣΔ ADC to the reference signal, which
is impossible because of the chaotic behavior of the
ΣΔ modulator.

2) As spurious tones are introduced by gain and offset mis-
matches between ΣΔ modulators, the second approach
aims to equalize gain and offset of all modulators. The
first method based on this approach [18] uses an extra
ΣΔ modulator as a reference modulator. Each modulator
of the TIΣΔ ADC architecture is connected succes-
sively in parallel with the reference modulator in order
to estimate, in the digital domain, the appropriate gain
and offset to be introduced to ensure the same gain and
offset as the reference modulator. Once the calibration
cycle is finished, another modulator is placed on the
calibration phase. Despite this method ensuring online
calibration, the equalization of the offset is strongly
affected by the modulator’s gain. Moreover this method
considerably increases the silicon die area by adding an
extra modulator and appropriate digital processing for
gain and offset estimations.
To eliminate the need for an extra modulator, another
method was proposed in [19], using a 1-bit Digital to
Analog Converter (DAC) and a pseudo-random genera-
tor, to achieve a complete gain matching between modu-
lators. This calibration method has two drawbacks : first
the output of the DAC must be fed back to the input
of the modulator which increases the implementation
constraints; second the offsets are not equalized.

3) The presence of spurious tones is due to the periodic
selection of the channels by the multiplexer at the output
to reconstruct the useful signal. The third approach uses
randomization of the channel selection to spread out
the spurious tones energy over the whole bandwidth.
A randomization technique was proposed in [21] using
an extra channel. Whereas this approach ensures online
calibration, it increases the die area and the noise floor
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leading to a decrease of the SNDR.

In order to overcome the drawbacks of the calibration
methods mentioned above, this paper presents an innovative
digital calibration method based on a mix of the first two
approaches [22]. This new method [20] consists in :

• Estimating the offset value on each channel and then
subtracting it from the useful signal. This approach is
chosen because even if all the offsets resulting from
manufacturing process are equal, the offset value will be
added to the useful signal at the output of the TIΣΔ
ADC and it will be difficult to distinguish it from the
offset value in the useful signal leading to a significant
decrease of the SNDR.

• Equalizing the gain of ΣΔ modulators to the gain of one
of them used as a reference modulator. This suppresses
spurious tones without any additional modulator.

The major benefits of our method lie in the following factors:

• No additional modulator is needed,
• No reference signal generator is needed,
• Only an accumulator on each channel in addition to the

existing digital resources in the TIΣΔ architecture is
required,

• High accuracy for offset and gain estimation with very
short convergence time is achieved.

To illustrate the influence of these errors and show the
efficiency of the proposed correction method, a basic example
is considered throughout this paper without any loss of gener-
ality. In this example, a 4 channel TIΣΔ ADC is used with
an interpolation factor of 80. A fourth order ΣΔ modulator
is employed and the digital filter is a 6th order Comb-filter
[14]. The input signal is a sinusoidal signal with a normalized
amplitude of 0.6 located at the normalized frequency 0.02. The
Power Spectral Density (PSD) at the output is presented in Fig.
3. The SNDR without any channel mismatch is estimated to
102 dB.
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Fig. 3. PSD of the output signal with 4 channels TIΣΔ ADC architecture.

III. OFFSET MISMATCH AND DIGITAL OFFSET

CANCELLATION

Due to the time multiplexer at the output of the TIΣΔ
ADC, the presence of the offset oi on each channel adds a
periodic signal to the useful signal of period M (Fig. 4) whose
Fourrier transform is given by :

O
(
ejw
)
=

l=+∞∑
l=−∞

2πOlδ

(
w −

2π

M

)
(1)

where δ (.) is the Dirac function and Ol is the lth coefficient
of the discrete Fourrier series of the output:

Ol =
1

M

M−1∑
k=0

ok

(
e

−j2π
M

)lk
(2)

Consequently, this periodic signal causes additive tones at
integer multiples of the channel sampling rate fs

M on the
spectrum at the output of the TIΣΔ ADC leading to a
degradation of the SNDR. Moreover, even if all offsets are
equal, spurious tone at zero frequency is still present which
leads to a reduction of the SNDR. It is therefore essential to
remove the offset on each channel.

Fig. 4. Offset mismatch effect in time and frequency domain.

Fig. 5 shows the PSD at the output while considering an
offset mismatch with standard deviation σo = 2 × 10−6. The
SNDR drops to 72 dB. To determine the order of the offset
values which maintains the expected SNDR, Fig. 6 presents
the impact of the standard deviation σo on the SNDR. It can
be noticed that very small offset values (σo = 5 × 10−7)
severely degrade the SNDR explaining the high sensitivity of
the TIΣΔ ADC to offset mismatch.

Compensation of the offset requires first the estimation of
its value and then the subtraction of the estimated value from
the output signal of each modulator. Regarding the estimation
phase, it is essential to know the required accuracy for the
estimated value. For this purpose, Fig. 7 shows the SNDR at
the output while subtracting the offset o value with a relative
error ε : (o× (1 + ε)).

It can be noticed that the SNDR evolves linearly with
respect to the precision before reaching saturation until the
spurious tone amplitude decreases to reach the quantization
noise level. According to this result, there is a linear relation-
ship between the required accuracy for the estimated value and
the expected SNDR. It is given by :

estimation precision = 10−k = 10−(
SNDR+35

20 ) (3)
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Fig. 5. PSD at the output with offset mismatch.
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Fig. 6. SNDR at the output compared to the standard deviation σO .

As a result, a high theoretical SNDR (high interpolation rate)
requires more accuracy for the estimation of the offset values.
For the example considered in this paper, the required accuracy
to achieve the expected SNDR is 10−7.
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Fig. 7. SNDR compared to the accuracy for the estimated value of the offset.

Intuitively, the estimation of the offset value could be
performed by calculating the average of the output signal of

the modulator when its input is connected to the ground. In
fact, relying on the linear model of the quantizer inside the
modulator, the modulator output, taking into account gain and
offset errors, is given by :

Y (z) = (STF (z)X(z) +NTF (z)E(z))× g + o (4)

where:
X(z): the z transform of the input signal,
STF (z): the Signal Transfer Function,
E(z): the z transform of the quantization noise,
NTF (z): the Noise Transfer Function.
When the input of the modulator is connected to the ground,
the output signal will be :

y [n] =
(
Z−1 {NTF (z)} ∗ e [n]

)
× g + o (5)

The output signal is then composed of the offset value plus the
quantization noise shaped by the modulator and multiplied by
the gain g. In this case, the estimation of the offset value could
be performed using the classical linear least squares algorithm
given by :

ô =
1

Ns

Ns−1∑
i=0

y [i] (6)

where Ns is the number of samples. The variance of the
estimated value is given by:

σ2
ô =

σ2
y

Ns
(7)

The variance of the output signal σ2
y is very high due to noise

shaping. Therefore, a large number of samples Ns is required
to decrease σ2

Ô
and consequently achieve the desired accuracy

of 10−7. It was verified by simulation that with 218 samples
the maximal achievable accuracy is 5 × 10−6. Hence, this
method requires huge computing resources and a high run
time estimation.

To improve the accuracy for the estimated value of the
offset, it is necessary to reduce the noise power at the output
of the ΣΔ modulator. For this purpose, the Comb-filter in
each channel, dedicated to the reconstruction of the digital
signal at the output, is used. Indeed, the Comb-filter has a
very small bandwidth and a high out of band attenuation for a
high interpolation factor (N = 80) (Fig. 9). Therefore, a good
estimation of the offset value is obtained at the output of the
Comb-filter, due to its very small bandwidth, when the input
of the modulator is connected to the ground (Fig. 8).

To illustrate the efficiency of the Comb-filter, Fig. 10
presents the estimation error defined as the difference between
the true offset value and the estimated one at the output of
the Comb-filter. It can be noticed that the desired accuracy
10−7 for the estimated value is reached after 10 clock cycles
((M ×N)/fs). To further improve the accuracy, it is possible
to use the linear least squares algorithm (equation 6) at the
output of the Comb-filter.

In order to validate this method, Monte-Carlo simulations
with 500 shots have been performed with two normalized
standard deviations 0.002 and 0.2 respectively. Fig. 11 shows
the maximum estimation error for all channels at each shot.
According to these results, the estimation of the offset with the
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of the offset estimation method.
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Fig. 9. PSD at the output of the ΣΔ modulator and frequency response of
the Comb-filter.
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Comb-filter is good enough to achieve the desired accuracy. It
can be also noticed that the estimation error does not depend
on the value of offset, but rather on the frequency response of
the Comb-filter.
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Fig. 11. The maximum of the estimation error at each shot of the Monte-
Carlo simulation.

Fig. 12 shows the PSD of the output signal before and after
the correction of the offset on each channel. The compensation
of the offset decreases the amplitude of spurious tones to
the level of quantization noise. As a consequence, the SNDR
is improved by approximately 60 dB compared to the case
without correction, up to 2 dB of difference with the ideal
SNDR value.
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Fig. 12. The PSD at the output before and after the calibration of the offset
mismatch.

IV. GAIN MISMATCH AND DIGITAL CALIBRATION

The multiplication of the output signal of each channel by
a gain gi is equivalent, due to the digital multiplexer at the
output, to multiplying the useful signal at the output of the
TIΣΔ ADC by a periodic signal of period M formed by
the different gains gi (Fig. 13). This multiplication results in
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a convolution between the spectrum of the useful signal and
the spectrum of the periodic signal. The latter spectrum is
composed of tones located at frequencies k fs

M (k an integer)
whose magnitude is given by the discrete Fourrier series of
the periodic signal. This convolution produces images of the
spectrum of the useful signal weighted by the tone magnitudes.

Fig. 13. Gain mismatch effect on the TIΣΔ ADC architecture in time and
frequency domain.

The gain mismatch effect could be supported by theoretical
calculation using the mathematical model of the TIΣΔ ADC
presented in Fig. 2. With this mathematical model, the output
of the TIΣΔ ADC while just taking into account gain
mismatch is [13]:

Y (z) = z−(M−1)X(z) + z−(M−1)G0X(z) + z−(M−1)L(z)
(8)

where

L(z) =

M−1∑
l=1

X
(
zW−l

M

)
Gl; WM = e−

j2π
M (9)

and

Gl =
1

M

M−1∑
k=0

gkW
lk
M (10)

The first term in equation (8) is a delayed version of the useful
signal. The second term is the spectrum image resulting from
the convolution of the useful signal spectrum with the tones of
the periodic signal located at zero frequency whose magnitude
is equal to G0 which is the mean value of all channel gains
gk. This error does not harm the expected performance as it
adds a constant biais to the output. The third term represents
spectrum images resulting from the convolution of the useful
signal spectrum with the other tones of the periodic signal
with magnitude Gl. It was shown in [13] that the mean and
variance of the spectrum image magnitudes are :

μr =
σg

2

√
π

M
and σ2

r =
(
1−

π

4

) σ2
g

M
(11)

Note that the number of aliasing components increases with
the number of channel M , but both the mean and the variance
of the image magnitudes decrease according to equation (11)
in such a way that the total energy provided by the gain
mismatch remains constant.

Fig. 14 shows the PSD at the output of the TIΣΔ ADC with
1% channel gain mismatch. It can be noticed that the SNDR
is decreased by 60 dB. It is therefore mandatory to calibrate
gain mismatch to maintain the expected performance.

It is interesting to note that the impact of gain and offset
mismatches on the overall performance depend on the theo-
retical performance. Indeed, the higher the SNDR is, ie. the
lower the quantization noise level is, the higher the TIΣΔ
ADC sensitivity to channel mismatch. In other words, when
the noise level is very low, the slightest channel mismatch will
cause spurious tones above the quantization level and seriously
degrade the SNDR. In other cases, the spurious tones level will
be below the quantization noise level and they do not affect
the SNDR considerably.
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Fig. 14. PSD at the output of the TIΣΔ with 1% of gain mismatches.

Fig. 15 presents the SNDR with respect to the standard
deviation σg . It can be shown that the gain mismatch among
channels must be less than 10−5 to avoid a high drop in of the
SNDR. Therefore, the TIΣΔ ADC is very sensitive to gain
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Fig. 15. SNDR at the output of the TIΣΔ ADC with respect to the standard
deviation σg .

mismatch and a calibration method is necessary.
The gain calibration method proposed in this paper supposes

that the correction of the offset on each channel was already
performed and then aims to equalize the gain on all channels
to the gain of one of them considered as the reference channel.
The block diagram of this method is depicted in Fig. 16 where
the first channel is considered as the reference channel.
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Fig. 16. Block diagram of the gain equalization method.

The different steps of this method are :

• The input signal is a constant signal applied to all
modulators simultaneously. The magnitude of this signal
Vin is fixed, without any loss of generality, to VR

2 where
VR is the reference voltage. Any other values in the input
dynamic range of the ΣΔ modulator can be used.

• The output signal of the ith modulator is composed of the
constant input signal Vin multiplied by the gain gi and the
quantization noise shaped by the modulator. The Comb-
filter H(z) extracts the useful signal value Vin × gi on
each channel with the same accuracy for offset estimation
(section III).

• The Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm calculates the
weight value wi to equalize the gain of the ith channel
to that of the reference channel (channel 1 in Fig. 16 ):

gi × wi = g1|i=2...M (12)

The LMS algorithm and its varieties (SD-LMS Sign-Data
LMS, SE-LMS Sign-Error LMS, SS-LMS Sign data Sign
Error LMS) have been chosen for their implementation
simplicity compared to other estimation algorithms. The
estimation of wi using these algorithms is given by :
LMS :

ŵi[n+ 1] = ŵi[n] + μ (y1[n]− yi[n])× yi[n] (13)

SD-LMS:

ŵi[n+1] = ŵi[n]+μ (y1[n]− yi[n])× sgn [yi[n]] (14)

SE-LMS:

ŵi[n+1] = ŵi[n] + μsgn [(y1[n]− yi[n])]× yi[n] (15)

SS-LMS:

ŵi[n+ 1] = ŵi[n] + μsgn [(y1[n]− yi[n])]× sgn [yi[n]]
(16)

where μ is the step of the algorithm.
These four types of LMS algorithms are compared in
terms of convergence time and accuracy for the estimated
values. In the following, only simulation results with the
SD-LMS algorithm will be detailed. The performance of
these algorithms will be summarized in Table I at the end
of this paper.

To evaluate the performance of this method, sim-
ulations have been performed using the basic exam-
ple described in section II where the following gains
[1.0113, 1.0146, 1.0029, 0.9884] are introduced on all chan-
nels.

Before evaluating the performance of the LMS algorithm,
it is important to know the required accuracy for the weight
values wi to ensure a good calibration of the gain mismatch.
Fig. 17 presents the SNDR after the gain calibration with
respect to the relative error ε introduced on the theoretical
value of the weights wi : (wi × (1 + ε)). It can be noticed that,
with the same reasoning as for the offset estimation values,
there is a linear relationship between the required accuracy
for the weight values and the SNDR. It is given by :

Weight precision = 10−k = 10−(
SNDR−5

19 ) (17)

It can be noticed that an accuracy of 10−6 for the estimated
weights is required to regain the expected SNDR (102 dB).
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Fig. 17. SNDR at the output of the TIΣΔ ADC with respect to the relative
error ε on the weight values.

The step of the LMS algorithm μ controls the convergence
time and the accuracy for the estimated weights. Fig. 18 shows
the estimated weight w2 at each iteration n using the SD-
LMS algorithm for different values of μ and Fig. 19 shows the
maximum estimation error once the convergence is achieved
with respect to μ. It can be noticed that the value μ = 1
ensures the shortest convergence time with the best accuracy
(5×10−7 compared to the desired accuracy 10−6). Moreover,
this value simplifies the implementation of this algorithm by
removing the multiplication operation.
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Fig. 18. Estimation of the weight w2 with the SD-LMS algorithm for
different values of μ.
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Fig. 19. Maximum estimation error of the weight w2 with respect to μ.

Fig. 20 shows the estimated weights with the SD-LMS
algorithm with the step μ = 1. In these conditions, the
convergence of the algorithm to the desired weight values
is reached after 10 clock cycles. To prove how accuracy is
achieved, Fig. 21 shows the SNDR at each iteration of the
algorithm. Therefore, the convergence of the algorithm to the
desired weight with the required accuracy is reached after 15
clock cycles.
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Fig. 20. The estimation of the weights using SD-LMS algorithm with μ = 1.

Fig. 22 shows the PSD at the output after applying the
calibration algorithm for 15 clock cycles. As a result, there
is a decrease of the amplitude of spurious tones to the level of
quantization noise thus regaining the expected SNDR of 102
dB.

In order to consider a real example, gain and offset are
considered simultaneously in the basic example with values
given by the following vectors :

O = [−0.202, 0.717, 0.765, 0.1832]× 10−4
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Fig. 21. SNDR at the output after each iteration of the estimation algorithm
SD-LMS.
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Fig. 22. PSD at the output after applying the calibration algorithm for gain
mismatches.

and
g = [1.0113, 1.0146, 1.0029, 0.9884]

. The offset cancellation is applied first and then the gain equal-
ization algorithm is applied taking into account the residual
offset mismatch remaining after the offset cancellation. Fig. 23
shows the PSD at the output before and after calibration. It
can be noticed that the gain equalization algorithm regains
the expected performance even in the presence of weak offset
mismatch. The total run time calibration is 25 clock cycles.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LMS ALGORITHM

The implementation of the calibration algorithm requires a
Comb-filter on each channel plus an accumulator to run the
LMS algorithm. The Comb-filter exists already in the TIΣΔ
ADC for the reconstruction of the useful signal at the digital
output. It was designed and synthesized in a 1.2 V 65 nm
CMOS process to work with the maximum clock rate of 208
MHz [14]. The total die area of the four Comb-filters was
estimated to 0.048 mm2.

As for the implementation of the LMS algorithm, it needs
to determine the optimal accumulator length Nbw in which
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Fig. 23. PSD at the TIΣΔ output before and after correction in the presence
of gain and offset mismatch simultaneously.

the weight values will be quantized. For this purpose and in
order to find the optimal value of Nbw to optimize die area and
material ressources, a quantized version of the LMS algorithm
was considered. The quantized version is given by :

ŵqi[n+1] =

〈
ŵqi[n] + μ

(
〈y1[n]〉Nbr

− 〈yi[n]〉Nbr

)
× 〈yi[n]〉Nbr

〉
Nbw

(18)
where the operator 〈A〉Nb represents the quantization of the
value A in Nb bits and is given by :

Aq =

⌈
A× 2Nb

⌉
2Nb

(19)

The register length of the output of the Comb-filter Nbr was
fixed to 25 bits after optimizing the Comb-filter architecture
with the interpolation factor N = 80 [14], [23].

To illustrate the effect of the accumulator length, Fig. 24
shows the weights estimation with the SD-LMS algorithm with
different values of Nbw. It can be noticed that the quantization
of the weights w does not affect the convergence time of the
algorithm. However, it affects the accuracy of the algorithm.
Fig. 25 presents the PSD at the output after applying the gain
equalization algorithm with different word-length Nbw. It can
be noticed that the higher the number of bits Nbw is, the
smaller the magnitude of the spurious tones and the better
the obtained SNDR. According to these simulation results,
a quantization of the weight values on 19 bits is enough to
ensure good performance.

Table I summarizes the optimal parameters and the com-
puting ressources for the four types of the LMS algorithm.
The SE-LMS and SS-LMS present the easiest implementation

TABLE I
OPTIMAL PARAMETERS AND COMPUTING RESSOURCES FOR ALL TYPES

OF THE LMS ALGORITHM.

Algorithm μ Multiplications Additions Convergence time Nbw

LMS 1 1 2 Ct = 35 N
fop

20

SD-LMS 1 0 2 Ct = 15 N
fop

19

SE-LMS 1
216

1(shift) 2 Ct = 780 N
fop

17

SS-LMS 1
216

0 2 Ct = 1550 N
fop

17

and the least hardware complexity. However, they present the
largest convergence time. The SD-LMS is the best compromise
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Fig. 24. Estimation of the weights w with the quantized SD-LMS algorithm
for different values of Nbw.
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Fig. 25. PSD at the TIΣΔ output after gain calibration for different values
of Nbw.

with a very short convergence time without any multiplication
which decreases the implementation complexity.

To perform the implementation of the LMS algorithm, it
remains to define the criterion when the algorithm will stop
running. Theoretically, the LMS algorithm must stop when the
difference between the estimated value of the weight ŵi[n+1]
and the theoretical value wth

i falls below the required accuracy
Weight precision (equation 17). However, in practice the
theoretical value wth

i is unknown. To resolve this problem, the
criterion proposed here consist stopping the LMS algorithm
when the difference between two successive estimation values
(ŵ [n+ 1]− ŵ [n]) is less than the desired accuracy. This
criterion is equivalent to filter the estimated value ŵi[n+1] by
a filter with a transfer function of

(
1− z−1

)
. Therefore, the

first output of the filter must be dropped due to the filter delay.
Fig. 26 shows the convergence time N th and Ndiff of the SD-
LMS algorithm obtained with the theoretical and the proposed
criterions respectively from a Monte-Carlo simulation with
300 shots while considering 1% of gain mismatch.
Note that the mean convergence time is about 15 clock cycles
and it is the same with the two criterions. In practice, the
evolution of the estimated values ŵi[n + 1] may be not
monotonic before reaching the theoretical value but it may
have some stationarity zones that can stop the execution of
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Fig. 26. Convergence time : a) with the theoretical criterion, b) with the
criterion of the difference (ŵ [n+ 1]− ŵ [n]). c) the difference between the
two convergence times.

the LMS algorithm before reaching the convergence to the
theoretical value.
To avoid this problem, a high order transfer function filter(
1− z−Lf

)
can be used where Lf is the filter order. Fig. 27

shows the convergence time with a 3rd order filter (Lf = 3).
It can be noticed that the convergence time Ndiff is always
higher than the theoretical one N th with a maximum differ-
ence of Lf clock cycles. In this case, a stationary zone with
Lf clock cycles can be avoided.
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Fig. 27. Convergence time : a) with the theoretical criterion, b) with the
criterion of the difference (ŵ [n+ 1]− ŵ [n]). c) the difference between the
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a new digital calibration method
for static gain and offset mismatches. This method uses
Comb-filter on each channel without any additional material
resources except for an accumulator in each channel for the
implementation of the LMS algorithm. The proposed method

has a very short run time calibration estimated of 10 and 15
clock cycles for offset and gain calibration respectively. With
this short run time, the calibration method could be often
applied especially when the receiver is in the standby phase
to update the correction coefficients to the time variation of
analog imperfections.This method could be used also for other
parallel ADC architectures such as the Parallel Sigma Delta
(ΠΣΔ) using Hadamard modulation. It may also be adapted
to conventional TI ADC.

The proposed calibration method facilitates the adaptation
of time interleaved architecture to achieve high performances
ADC. However, there are a lot of challenges and difficulties to
implement this architecture such as the implementation of the
interpolation function, the dynamic channel mismatch which
is much more difficult and more expensive to calibrate and the
clock skew which needs to be reduced even when a full rate
sample/hold circuit is used at the frond-end of the ADC.
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